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Best Practice
1.
Title of the Practice:
Fair/Exhibition

Procurement of Print Books through Book

2.
Objectives of the Practice: Major objectives of procurement of print
books through book fair/exhibition are as;
i.

To offer scope to the common students to view new print books
published from the different publishers relating to their study.
Students of this area are getting hardly any chance to view new books
in any book market, as Kolkata is 165 kms far from Santiniketan.

ii.

Faculty members and scholars may have the scope to go through the
entire books from different publishers in a single place which may help
them to select good books.

iii.

The selection of books will be qualitative, because selection will be based
on full text, but not based on cover page only.

iv.

These three-four days event appeared in the locality like a library festival
instead of just like mere book fair.

3.
The Context: It is sometimes experienced by the faculty members
and scholars that vendors are not taken quality books in subject area for
recommendation. Moreover, Kolkata is away from the University, so it is
not possible by the students, scholars, faculty members to visit Kolkata for
viewing new full-text print books. But it is preferred to consult new books
by the common students for their study and research. Considering all the
aspects and for the benefit of the students and needful library collections,
VB library has started to organize book fair/exhibition from 2015 onwards.
This books fair is not only ensure the university library collections but also
serve to many Institutions and Book-lovers to view and procure books
individually as well institutionally.
4.
The Practice: Whenever, fund for procurement of Books is becoming
VBLN arranges Book Exhibition to procure the qualitative as well as needful
collections for its readers. This is a kind of festival to the academics not only
for Visva-Bharati but also for local educational institutes and society too. On
our invitation, many school and college students visit the exhibition for viewing
as well as purchasing the books. Library enlisted book Publishers & Suppliers
and non-enlisted reputed publishers may also take part in the exhibition from
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different parts of India. The expenditure of the exhibition collected from the
exhibiters as stall rent means library has no financial involvement for the
same. Faculty Members, Scholars and Students are invited to visit the
exhibition and recommend the required book(s). Subject list is circulated with
the notice to make the exhibition purposive. Distinguished visitors are also
visited the exhibition in different years. Stakeholder are eagerly waiting for
this exhibition to get acquaint with the new book(s).
Last year thirty-three (33) Publishers, Book Suppliers from all over India have
exhibited their collections. Some of the participants are as; 1) Alphabet Books,
2) Atlas Books & Periodicals, 3) Bharat Book Distributors, 4) Disha Books, 5)
Hi-tech Book Services 6) Naya Udyog, 7) New Delhi Publishers, 8) Orient
Blackswan, 9) Oxford University Press, 10) Sage Publications, 11) Sahitya
Akademi, 12) Springer, 13) Taylor & Francis, 14) Wiley. On display in addition
to all subjects (being taught at VB) books, books on general interest, reference
books, books on competitive examinations, children books ranging (by
language) from Bengali to English, Hindi, and some Foreign Languages.
The exhibition was opened for the public from 12.00pm to 8.00pm on all the
four days. The students from Patha Bhavan and Siksha Satra, VB have also
visited the exhibition while the students from two schools of the locality i.e.
Bolpur High School and Rajatpur Indra Narayan Vidyapith has also witnessed
the exhibition and express their entire satisfaction.
5.
Evidence of Success: The procurement of print books is now very
easy and transparent as well as qualitative in nature only because of the
book fair/exhibition. This fair is also having an indirect impact on the society
in general and university in particular as it is now one of the festival of the
locality where many academics and administrators are gathering and
exchange their views.
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6.
Problems Encountered and Resources Required: There are some
difficulties to organize the book fair, some of them are as;
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•

It is fact the utilization time of the fund sometimes may contradict to
organize the book fair/exhibition. Because, right from the notification
to winding up the fair the same requires at least two-month formal
timing. But this time is not available in some years.

•

Staff has to pay much devotion in addition to their normal duties as the
library service remains open even during the fair days.

•

Considering the availability of fund for procurement of print books,
organization of fair is not wise to organize.

7.
Notes (Optional): Procurement of book through book fair/exhibition
to any institute of rural area may have immense impact on the academic
environment in general and on student’s community in particular.
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